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Welcome to the Print Competition Handbook. In the following pages I hope you will find all the
answers you may have for the Print Competitions.

Why should I enter the competition?
The Print Competition is different from the digital competitions as you have to print your photos
to get them judged. It is a very different feel to see your photo in your hands rather than just
seeing it on the screen. Try it and see it for yourself.
Submitting prints for judging is an excellent learning experience: you will learn from your own
submissions as well as from other members. But remember, judges’ judge from their own
point of view. Their comments are meant to be help – please take them in that spirit.
It’s your choice of how many competition nights you want to enter prints as long as you keep
within the rules of the maximum number of prints to enter. If you don’t want to enter some
nights, that is your choice, but remember if you are looking to get a trophy, make sure you
have the requirements filled by the end of the year.
NOTE: Any photo may be only entered once in competition whether it’s for print, pictorial or
nature competitions.

What are the Print Competitions?
There are five Regular print competitions per season: two in the fall session, and three in the
spring session. For each competition you are allowed a maximum of three prints; they can be
any combination of colour (C), monochrome (M) or creative (CR) prints. That means there is a
maximum of 15 prints allowed to be submitted per year. Within the rules you cannot submit
more than 10 colour or 10 monochrome or 10 creative prints per year, so it would be wise to
keep track of your print submissions.
The creative (CR) category is now a stand-alone category as it is in the digital Pictorial
division. This category allows you the flexibility on how you want to manipulate your photo with
special effects, layered Photoshop images, multiple exposures, imaginative use of color,
zooming, montages, monochrome/duotone etc. Be creative and generate your own effects.
It’s all up to you, but please remember that the original, base images must be yours.
Note: Please refer to the website for the complete definition of creative.
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What are the Theme Competitions?
These competitions allow you to challenge yourself to select photos to submit that meet that
year’s theme categories. Please note that the Theme categories change each year.
There are two Theme print competitions per season: one in each of the fall session, Print #2,
and the spring session, Print #4. They take place during the same night as the regular print
competition. For these competitions you can submit a maximum of two prints per night.
On these nights you can submit a maximum of 3 prints for Regular Print AND a maximum
of 2 prints for Theme Print. You do not need to enter both competitions. The theme prints
are extra, and do NOT count towards your maximum number of monochrome or colour prints,
or the 15 maximum for the year.

What is the Print of the Year Competition?
This is the final competition of the year. The judges will choose a winner in each of the three
categories: colour, monochrome and creative from all the accepted prints resubmitted by the
members. NOTE: Any theme entries will revert back to the main categories – colour or
monochrome; they cannot be considered creative.
There are no new print submissions for this competition. You can submit up to a maximum of
10 accepted prints from the previous five competitions of that year. It is your choice if you
wish to submit your print(s) to compete.
You will need to submit ONLY the titles of the prints you will be entering as well as which
competition they were entered in on the Thursday evening by midnight the week before the
competition night. I will find your previous entries and compile them. You will then have to
bring back those prints as they were when you submitted them initially.
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What is the format to enter my print in competition?
Your prints should be at least 9” on the long side and least
8” on the short side and mounted to a maximum size of
16”x20” (including the mount). Traditional mounting is
required which means a matte with a bevel cut, and then
placed on top of the print. You will also need to put a board
on the backside of the mat board, make sure it’s a rigid
material, like backing board or something similar, to keep
your print safe.
NOTE: Larger prints tend to do better than smaller ones, please keep this in mind when
deciding the size of print to put in front of the judges.
TIP: We see a lot of prints that are cropped by the mat board that do not match the digital
version submitted. I recently found out that one could add a 1/16” to 1/8” border around the
photo to fix this but; you have to make sure the photo is straight in the opening in the mat or it
will look off.
Where do I print my photograph?
There are too many places to list off where you can get your photograph printed. Do your
research and make sure they have the experience to get you a quality image to enter into the
print competitions. Printing the photograph is just as important and the photograph itself for
the Print Competitions.
Some members print their photos themselves, while others go to more professional locations.
Some use more economical locations such as Costco and Jean Coutu, but bear in mind that
each location may not have the same experience level.
Member suggestion of a professional printer:
Provisia
4420 ch. Cote de Liesse, suite 102, Montreal, H4N 2P7
Tel.: (514) 736-0000
They have a proof you can use so that you can get the best results; match what you
have on your screen and once printed. http://www.provisia.ca/en-couleurs.html

What colour should my mat board be?
Matting is an integral part of print presentation and should enhance rather than compete with
the picture. Since you are not “framing” the photograph, it’s best to use black or white mat
boards for competition. The black mat board is most commonly used in the competitions.
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Where can I find mat boards? (For reference only, subject to change.)
pre-cut
Gemst Framing
5254 Paré, Montreal, H4P 1P5 Tel.: (514) 488-5104
L. L. Lozeau
6229 St-Hubert, Montreal, H2S 2L9
Tel.: (514) 674-6577 pre-cut
Omer des Serres Multiple locations across the city made to order
Michaels
Multiple locations across the city
pre-cut (also does custom framing)
Matshop
http://www.matshop.ca/
can order mat boards in bulk
Note: Many stores that do custom framing will cut mats to order.
Another option: Buy our own cutter, Logan 380-1, which is available on the internet to make
your custom mats.

How do I mount my Print?
Traditional mounting is required: a mat with a bevel cut and then placed on top of the print.
“Flush mounted” prints will not be accepted. Please take care if you are cutting your mat
yourself, make sure it’s a clean edge around your photo as this just as important as the print
itself.
The photo is mounted to the back of the mat board, at least
tape the corners on the photo; the backing board is then
taped securely to the mat board, covering your photo, so
that they don’t fall apart when handling the assembled print.
You can use double sided tape but this makes it very
difficult if you plan to re-use them for the next competition. I
use regular scotch tape and tape the photo down and then
the board in the back.
NOTE: At the end of the year if you would like to resubmit
your prints for Print of the Year; they will need to be in their
mat as submitted initially so you may need to invest in few more mat boards during the course
of the year.
NOTE: If you are using hinged mat boards, please secure the bottom of the mat so it makes it
easier for the prints to be handled.

If you have any questions about mounting your prints, please reach out to the chair at
MCCPrint@gmail.com and we can make sure you get the help that you need.
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The backing board can be anything you want. I use Bristol
board, other members use other materials. The important
part is that they don’t fall off and that they protect your photo.
I find it easier to have a smaller backing board so it is easier
to tape it to the back of the mat board. On the backing board
you can write anything you would like, but make sure you
have the label that will be sent to you on it. Just print and cut
it out from the email you receive confirming your entries into
that week’s competition. Your label MUST be taped to the
back of your print, NO EXCEPTIONS.
NOTE: Please pay attention to the arrows to state which way
is up for your print as this will determine the positioning of your print in front of the judges.

How do I name my print?
Using the format below will give us all the information about you as well as the information
about the print you are submitting.
PRINT FILENAME
M_1_1234_B_My Print Title

Print Title **Maximum 60 characters
Membership Class: A as designated by the Committee, otherwise B
Membership Number - this will give us your name
Image Number: 1, 2, 3 (4 for makeup entries)
The category you will be putting your print into:
M for Monochrome, C for Colour, CR for Creative, TH for Theme

•

•

•
•

You will need to submit the digital image of each print you plan to submit into
competition. Please make sure that your filename matches the format as indicated as
above else you will be requested to resubmit the image.
These images must be received by email to MCCPrint@gmail.com for each
competition on the Thursday evening by midnight the week before the competition
night. The digital image you submit will be projected on the screen for the audience to
see.
Make sure the image you send is cropped as close as you can to your printed
version.
NOTE: The sizing has changed due to the new screen, so you can submit up to 2160 in
height or 3840 in width.
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Please remember:
• Once the print title is submitted, there will be no changing of category the day of the
competition.
• Please make sure your prints are properly put together so they don’t fall apart upon
handling.
Before competition night, you will receive an email with a pdf file with your labels. These labels
have the order number so that the prints will be placed in a random order when being judged.
Each print on competition night must have the label received taped to the back; as seen here
in the example.

What time do I need to bring my prints for competition?
We highly recommend your prints arrive before 7pm so that the volunteers can get them
ready for the judging. Any prints arriving after 7pm MAY be disqualified. However, you will be
given a single “delay” access allowing you to be able to submit these into the upcoming
competition as they were previously submitted – no changes to the images allowed.

How does the Competition night work?
There will be separate judging with the three judges in another location in the church while the
membership at large will be occupied with another activity, like an educational “Tips & Tricks”
or with a presenter as an example.
After the coffee break, the winners will be announced and the ribbons will be given out.
The prints will be showcased on the light box for the judges and on the screen for the
members. At this point we will then hear the judges’ comments on the prints.
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How is my print judged?
A judge will expect good technique consisting of correct exposure, ideal depth of field, effective
use of color and lighting, and an appropriate background. One expects a level horizon line and
cropping so the image shows to its best advantage.
In addition to the subject matter, the judges will evaluate the quality, color tone and technical
details of printing (or the range of tones in black & white images).
Members who are unable to enter their work on a given competition night due to their serving
as a judge on that night, are permitted to enter their quota of photographs on other competition
nights. Link: http://tinyurl.com/MCC-Competition-Rules

Are there trophies for the Print Competitions?
There are multiples trophies to be awarded to the winners of those who enter the print
competitions.
Please refer to the website for details about the trophies.
http://www.montrealcameraclub.com/trophies-and-definitions.html
If you have any questions concerning the Print Division and/or Print Competitions, please feel
free to contact the Print Chairperson at MCCPrint@gmail.com.
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